
CSE 555 HOMEWORK FIVE

DUE 24 APRIL 2015, START OF CLASS

(1) When X is a set of languages, we define coX to be {L : L ∈ X}. In lectures we have
encountered four complexity classes: P , NP , PSPACE, and NPSPACE. Using
the coX idea, we get four more: coP , coNP , coPSPACE, and coNPSPACE.
Among these eight complexity classes, how many different classes could there be?
More specifically, based on what we know could there be 1? 2? 3? 4? 5? 6? 7? 8?
(Two classes are different when one contains a language that the other does not.)
Explain why two classes are the same, when you say that they are.

(2) Two players, Producer and Consumer, are each given a graph G and an integer
k. Both play to win. Let V be the vertex set of G and set V0 = V . For i =
1, 2, 3, · · · , Producer chooses a nonempty subset Pi ⊆ Vi−1, and then consumer
chooses a nonempty subset Ci of Pi so that Ci is an independent set in G and then
Vi = Vi−1 \ Ci. After each move m,
• if |{Pi : x ∈ Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m}| > k for any x ∈ V , Producer wins;
• else if Vm = ∅, Consumer wins;
• else play continues.

Paint is {〈G, k〉 : Producer wins}. Show that Paint is in PSPACE.

(3) There are n tiles

(
Ti =

[
ti
bi

]
: 1 ≤ i ≤ n

)
, presented in this order. Each ti and

each bi is a string in {0, 1}`. Player Hole and player Block alternate, with player
Hole going first; players play optimally. For every tile, the player whose turn it
is can turn the tile upside down or leave it as is. Once all n tiles are played in
this way, Hole wins if for each of the 2` positions, at least one tile has a 0 in that
position in the orientation chosen by the players; otherwise Block wins. Show that
Pilf = {〈T 〉 : T is a list of tiles for which Hole wins} is PSPACE-complete.

(4) We start with an undirected graph G. Two players, One and Two, play opti-
mally and alternate turns. Initially all edges of G are unmarked, and One starts.
Whenever it is One’s turn, he chooses an unmarked edges and marks it “useless”.
Whenever it is Two’s turn, she chooses an unmarked edge and marks it “perfect”.
Play stops when all edges are marked. Two wins if the subgraph on the perfect
edges is connected and includes all vertices of G. Otherwise One wins. Let Repair
= {〈G〉 : Two wins on G}. Show that Repair is in PSPACE. What more can you
say about the computational complexity of Repair?

(5) In lecture we saw that 3CNF SAT is poly time reducible to Clique. Show that
3CNF SAT is log space reducible to Clique.
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